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News

Put some sizzle
into your summer

Super customer
service scoops Arqadia
a prestigious prize
Arqadia has scooped the prize for outstanding customer service at the
2014 Fine Art Trade Guild Art & Framing Industry Awards.

Fresh ideas to energise your business
Welcome to Issue 13 of 4Walls magazine – your guide
to the latest news, views and expert advice designed
to boost your framing business this summer.
This issue is packed with ideas to help your business
shine. Read on to find out more about inspiring
customers with the latest home interiors trends,
photography framing tips and summer project ideas.
We’ve also got expert advice on how to turn quotes
into sales and using the provenance of premium
products to help entice your customers to invest in
high-end framing solutions.
As this year marks the centenary of the start of World
War One, Mal’s Masterclass focusses on the framing of
an historic Military Cross awarded during the conflict.
He gives you his expert guidance to help you
overcome the challenges of framing historic artefacts.

Our Ask the Experts panel is also back to help you
solve your real-life framing conundrums.
As ever, we’d love to hear your feedback, so, let us
know what you think. You’ll find our reader survey
inside to share your views on 4Walls and ensure we’re
covering the topics you want to read about. All replies
will be entered into a free prize draw to win £250
worth of Arqadia products, so good luck!
We hope you enjoy your read!

Pauline Hutchinson Editor

pauline.hutchinson@arqadia.co.uk
4Walls by Arqadia

@4WallsbyArqadia

Mal’s
Masterclass

Medal-winning framing to
mark the WW1 centenary
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About Face

Standing out from the crowd
needn’t cost the earth

12
Gold Mine

Upselling advice for high-end
framing designs

Be inspired by Lorna Holdcroft’s colourful
land and seascapes
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Pitted against over 40 other companies in this hotly contested retailernominated category, Arqadia was delighted to come out on top after two
rounds of voting by Guild members.
Annabelle Rushton, editor of Art Business Today, said: “From the initial
nominations there were three companies who were way ahead of the rest
when it came to customer service and these became our shortlist. The
Guild retailers then voted again, and the winner was revealed to be Arqadia.

the ‘Day out in London’ Framing Competitions Exhibition.

“It’s a particularly prestigious award because several hundred retailers voted,
not just a handful of judges. The team at Arqadia should be very proud of
their achievements.”

Pauline Hutchinson from Arqadia said of the award: “Going above and
beyond to meet a customer’s expectations is something that is right at the
heart of our business. To be rewarded by our peers in this way is incredibly
humbling and exciting and testimony to the team effort at all levels of the
company. We will certainly be looking to build on this success, and seek out
new and innovative ways to exceed our customers’ needs in the future.”

The awards formed part of the Fine Art Trade Guild’s annual celebration of
the art and framing industry, which also included the Guild Artists’ exhibition,

For more details about the event, please visit the Fine Art Trade Guild’s
Facebook pages at www.facebook.com/FineArtTradeGuild.

Pauline

INSIDE this issue:

Natural Talent
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Celebrities join art
initiative for charity
Joanna Lumley, Chris Martin, Ricky Wilson, Bernie Taupin and
Ian Botham are among the glittering list of celebrities who put
their artistic skills to the test in support of Upbeat Music, an
inspiring mental health charity that helps sufferers through the
power of music.
The Art In A Box (AIAB) initiative
saw the charity sending bespoke
art boxes - containing an easel,
paints and canvases - to fourteen
famous names from the worlds of
music, comedy and sport, to see
what creations they could deliver
under the theme of ‘upbeat’. While
many participants are also
accomplished visual artists
alongside their chosen profession,
others such as comedian Paul
Whitehouse, had never really
painted before, resulting in an
eclectic mix of styles and subject
matters.
The completed works were brought
together for an exhibition at
London’s Store Street Gallery in
early May. It was subsequently
moved to the Royal Society for the
Encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce where
they were auctioned-off in June,
raising an incredible sum of over
£14,000 for Upbeat Music.
The money raised from the paintings,
which were framed by Menor Ltd in
Hertfordshire, will fund Upbeat
Music’s activities in the second half of
this year and into 2015.

Upbeat Music is a Camden-based
charity which organises extensive
musical workshops, open mic
evenings and live events for those
suffering from mental health issues.
It receives referrals from the NHS,
as well as other clinical bodies and
enrols participants on courses that
run for many weeks.
The Art In A Box project was the
brainchild of creative fundraisers,
Eazl. Limited edition prints of
celebrity artwork are available via
www.eazl.co.uk

In the pink for
cycling’s elite
Sheldon Galleries in Belfast was recently
awarded Third Prize for ‘Best Window
Display’ as the city went pink in honour
of the Giro d’Italia, one of the world’s
greatest cycling events, which started its
international competition on the streets of
Northern Ireland’s capital.
Many of the city’s businesses joined in the fun during a series of launch
activities, which included a number of ‘pink-themed’ ventures in honour
of the prized maglia rosa (the pink jersey), which is always worn by the
leader of the general classification.
Sheldon Galleries’ award-winning display was not only pink in colour,
but also celebrated the history of cycling and the Giro d’Italia itself...
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Military Cross
When less

is More

Framing of a WW1 Military Cross Awarded to Cameron H McIntosh.
This summer marks the 100th anniversary of the start of World War One. So, it’s fitting that Mal’s
Masterclass is focussing on the framing of an historic Military Cross (MC)
awarded during the conflict.

Have you ever looked at a photograph in a ready-made frame and asked yourself,
what were they thinking? Framing photography is often a real challenge. And
perhaps that’s why so many photos end up in small black frames with white
mounts, regardless of the colour and subject matter of the image – a combination
that just doesn’t always do justice to the artwork. There are no steadfast rules
when it comes to framing photography, but here are some simple guidelines and
professional techniques you can employ to wow your customers.
Subject
When it comes to choosing the
moulding, consider the era, style, subject
and location of the photograph. As
in framing any artwork, each frame
must enhance the style and mood of
the photograph itself. For example,
a picture of an ornate piece of
architecture may look better with a
more classical moulding design.
The long and short of it
Elongation is often a good treatment
for portrait photographs, images with
vertical subjects or strong vertical lines,
such as architectural shots of buildings
and other structures. By making the
top and bottom borders wider, you can
dramatise all those vertical elements.
Attention-grabbing
A mountslip which matches the
moulding can create a strong, classic
outline around the photograph. This
helps pull the viewer’s attention in
from the frame to focus on the picture.
Mountslips can also help enhance the
customised appearance of the design,
adding character and perceived value.

Clearly better
Photographic dyes can change with time
and exposure to sunlight, ultraviolet
radiation, excessive heat, and high
humidity. To help prevent changes in
photographic dyes, one of the most
important guidelines is to use the
proper glazing. Tru Vue Glass, Optium®
Acrylic and new additions to the Clarity
by Larson Juhl collection, Arqadia’s
specialist line of ultra-clear glazing, offer
nearly invisible anti-reflective clarity
combined with UV protection.
A question of colour
The best way to frame a black and
white photograph is a subject for much
conjecture. Some framers believe a
pristine white mount is best for all black
and white images on the basis that it
does not detract from the picture itself.
However, for pictures with a white focal
point, a pristine white mount can be too
bright and will compete with the image
for attention.
Another common mistake is to try to
‘lighten’ dark art by surrounding it with
a light mount. In reality, a light mount

border causes the dark colours in the
photo to look even darker.
Mounts should be black, white or grey
as any other colour would add an
element that isn’t present in the picture.
If you have a customer who insists on a
colourful mount, a common suggestion
is to go for a white matt with a small
accent of colour as a second mount.
However, this accent actually pulls the
eye away from the photo. A better
solution is to use the colour as the
predominant top mount and place the
accent of black or grey below it to work
as a transition into the photo.
Simplicity
A good frame design is created when
all the components enhance and
complement the subject matter. Keeping
the design simple so the components
don’t overpower the subject is often
a better choice than a more elaborate
design that detracts from the artwork.
In framing photographs, as with many
things, it often turns out that less is more.
TO FIND OUT MORE
PLEASE TURN OVER
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Mal’s Masterclass

Framing of a WW1 Military Cross
Awarded to Cameron H McIntosh
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At the time of WWI, the MC was second only
to the Victoria Cross in terms of gallantry and
was awarded to officers in recognition of “an
act or acts of exemplary gallantry during active
operations against the enemy on land to all
members, of any rank, in Our Armed Forces”.
The decoration comprises a silver cross with
straight arms terminating in broad finials
decorated with imperial crowns, with the Royal
Cypher in the centre, and suspended from a
ribbon striped with deep purple and white.
The MC which forms the focus of Mal’s project was awarded to 2nd
Lieutenant Cameron Holmes Mclntosh in 1917.
2nd Lt. Cameron Holmes Mclntosh, Kings
(Liverpool Regt.)
MC Awarded for action on 2 March 1917
His Majesty the King has been graciously
pleased to award the Military Cross in
recognition of conspicuous gallantry
and devotion to duty in the Field. He led
four parties to search for an officer and
a man, and was out for four hours under
heavy fire. Later, he carried out a daring
reconnaissance and obtained
most valuable information.
(Entry in London Gazette Issue 30023. M.C. 17 April 1917 - page 3684)
Framing items of historical significance requires particular care and
skill. Such artefacts may have considerable sentimental and monetary
value. You may have to dismantle an old frame. Conservation framing
materials and techniques should be used and you may need to involve
a specialist conservator.

Guide

2.Decisions

5. Considerations and solutions

As framers, we are often asked to reframe objects. This can be for a
number of reasons, including the customer wanting to update colours
and design to match a redecorated room interior, or to replace readymade or poorly framed artefacts in a more professional manner.

Consequently, there were a number of decisions to be made with
the customer. First it was decided that only the MC and associated
items would be framed together and a second frame would hold
the Commissioning Scroll. A good inspection of the items revealed
the previous inappropriate methods of hinging and the customer
gave permission for them to be removed. The condition of the items
was discussed and it was agreed that a number should be sent to a
conservator. Finally, the placement of the objects would be decided
later when all the items were removed; this was achieved via email
once the items were removed and those sent to the conservator were
returned.

Three further decisions had to be made:

In this project, Mal explains step-by-step the processes he went
through to reframe the Military Cross. His masterclass should
be a useful guide to help you with your own reframing projects,
particularly where they involve valuable items.

1.Assessing the artefacts and existing framing
Although the framing had taken place recently, there were aspects that
left a lot to be desired and could well have resulted in damage to the
items. In this instance, it was the responsibility of the framer to point
out the following:
-	A number of items were badly damaged and it should have been
suggested that these were sent to a conservator.
-	The items were not only of historical but also sentimental value and
hence the level of framing should have been set at Conservation.
-	The frame design was very poor. The key item was the Military
Cross and therefore only items that referred to the MC should have
been framed together.
-	The previous framer had used an aluminium frame with two clips
inserted in the back to hold the package in place with tape holding
the backboard and frame and an unusual hanging arrangement.
This was inexcusable for such a valuable artefact. Whilst the MC
was sunk into a prepared box, this was of insufficient depth with
the result that the glass was bowed over the MC and case, causing
the glass to break. The use of pressure-sensitive tapes, incorrect
hinging techniques and double sided-tape to hold items in place
were also inappropriate. The previous framer had realised that
some of the items needed careful attention as was evidenced by the
use of corner pockets to support a number of items.

3. Conservator
Four items were sent to the conservator with whom it was agreed that
old tape marks should be removed, the items would be flattened and
tears repaired. The items would be repaired by lining with Japanese
paper and wheat starch paste.

4. Planning
Once the layout had been agreed with the customer, framing work
started by drawing a rough layout, with approximate dimensions.
It was obvious from the start that the MC and centre column would
be slightly off-set but this did not unduly detract from the design.
A further consideration was the placement of the ‘King’s Horse
Emblem.’
The design was finalised on the Valiani screen using the ‘Tools’ to
position and centre the items. Essentially, three columns were used,
the items centred, with approximately 20mm between each. A draft
cut was made to check the placement of the items.

Did you know..?
The first woman to be awarded the Military
Cross was Private Michelle Norris of the Royal
Army Medical Corps in recogintion of her
actions in Iraq in 2006.

- The photograph was old and on board, hence there was the
possibility of having to use an inset mount to ensure the window
mount laid flat. Furthermore, the board was of a size that it would
interfere with the mounting of the closest items. It was decided to
scan the photograph, colour correct and print the resulting image on
Hahnemuhle German Etching fine art paper; this could then be cut to
shape and the result would lay flat without the insert.
- The MC was approximately 15mm deep, and the case lid was
slightly curved. Therefore, the MC and case required sinking into
foamboard. The dimensions of the case were calculated and the
shape was cut from three pieces of 5mm foamboard, with a 90 degree
cut on the Valiani; the foamboard was then glued together. The MC
would be held in position from the front by the under-mount and
window- mount being cut slightly smaller than the opening in the
foam board, and on the reverse of the foamboard by a Melinex/
Mylar strip. The actual MC was loose in its box and was previously
held in place by the glass of the frame. An attempt to secure the MC
using small stitches failed because there was insufficient material
to insert the curved needle before hitting the base of the box. The
ribbon was stitched onto a brass plate and pin and it was decided to
use EvaCon-R® to secure this plate in the box. The same method was
decided for the medal but this had to be supported by a small cross of
mountboard inserted underneath the medal itself.
- The ‘King’s Horse Emblem’ stood proud by approximately 5mm
and hence this had to be sunk into the same foamboard after being
secured through a slot onto a 500 micron board.
Once these decisions were actioned, the final window and under
mounts were cut and taped along the long side using linen gummed tape.
Hinging was relatively simple. T-Hinges were used employing a
combination of ‘Cotton Museum Gummed Tape’ and Japanese Kozo
paper with freeze-dried tapioca starch paste. The latter combination
was used to hinge the four items returned from the conservator.
Optium® acrylic glazing was used along with Larson Juhl Foundry
moulding (Arqadia ref: 332902). The whole package was assembled,
sealed and bumpers applied to the bottom corners.
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Masterclass:

next issue

Oh we do like to be
beside the seaside
Due to popular demand, in the next
issue Mal will be demonstrating
how to shadow float mount with close
up images, along with other methods
of mounting and hinging. There are a
number ways of hinging and Mal will
be focussing on these methods at a
Conservation level.

Did you know..?
More photos are taken every two minutes
today than the entire world’s population
managed to snap in the whole of the 1800s.

This season’s hottest framing trends will see a marked change from the
high-gloss glamour of the winter months towards a more natural feel. With
a strong aquatic trend, nicknamed ‘Calm Ocean’, dominating the home
and interiors market in the UK and the USA, the art and framing world
is following suit. Coupling smooth curves with a neutral colour palette,
the latest moulding collections from Arqadia offer a simple beauty for art
owners who appreciate you don’t need a fanfare to make a statement.
With a choice of six natural colours with
subtle gold highlights, the new Seaford
moulding range has a ribbed finish
reminiscent of weather-worn beach
huts that perfectly reflects this summer’s
seaside-inspired interiors.
Two new ranges have also been added
to Arqadia’s hand-finished Original
Collection. Inspired by French waterside
towns and crafted in the traditional
French style, these new mouldings evoke
the grandeur and elegance of bygone
Europe to bring a touch of quality to
framing projects.
Taking its name from the lakeside Alpine
town, the new Chambery range adds a
splash of colour to the Original Collection.
Its warm natural tones will provide an
attractive contrast to this season’s cool
aqua colour palette, while its hand-crafted
finish and interesting scooped profile will
lend a rustic charm to any style of artwork.

Giverny, named after the northern
French town on the banks of the River
Seine, is a welcome addition to the
Original Collection as it is the first ornate
moulding in this collection. Featuring
attractive swirling patterns and a dewy
metallic glow, Giverny perfectly echoes
the watery themes that are so popular
this summer. Hand-crafted with a leaf
finish for the gold and silver, these frames
provide a vintage shabby chic style.

Here are some hints and
tips on how you can make
these new mouldings
work for your customers:•



The paler, neutral finishes available in
these moulding ranges will complement
subtle watercolours and other artwork
with delicate tones.
• Choose the silver and grey tones for
artworks with subdued cool colours,
including black and white
photographs.
• T
 he superior hand-finishing and
ornate style of Giverny makes it the
perfect choice for mirrors, valuable
artworks and original pieces.
• Strong, modern works of art and
photography can handle bold shapes
and frame finishes, so choose one of
the strong colours from the
Chambery range.
• T
 raditional subjects and techniques
such as watercolour landscapes will
showcase beautifully in carved woods
with earthy tones.
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artist profile

A Force of Nature
After winning her first art competition at just six years old,
Lorna Holdcroft always knew she was destined to become an artist.
Here she talks about drawing inspiration from her surroundings to
create epic landscapes, and looks forward to some of the exciting
projects she has in the pipeline.

Did you know..?
Some watercolours fade within a short time
and are therefore known as ‘fugitive’.

“I have always been passionate about art.
When I was six I won a borough competition
to draw a picture of my teacher, but I was so
shy I didn’t even tell my parents about it! I
knew then that this was the direction in which
I wanted to go. You would always find me in
the art rooms experimenting with different art
forms and techniques.”
“Luckily my parents were really supportive and gave me lots of help and
encouragement. It wasn’t exactly a conservative career choice but they
are quite creative people themselves and I think they recognised how
important this was to me.”
After leaving school, Lorna completed a Foundation Course at
Wimbledon School of Art and then went on to study for a BA Hons in
Fine Art at North East Polytechnic (now the University of East London)
in the late 1980s. Based in the heart of the East End of London, she drew
inspiration from the disused dockland areas and industrial landscapes
around her. Here she explored her love of colour and texture which has
been a passion that has informed her painting ever since.

“I have a real keen interest in human impact on the environment and how
the man-made and natural worlds come together to shape the landscape
around us,” Lorna explains. “This juxtaposition of sharp lines and edges
against organic material is evident in all of my paintings.
“My work is very much about my reaction to where I am and what I see, so
a lot of my earlier pieces are based around the docklands of East London.
Back then it wasn’t the glitzy commercial hub it is today; it was mainly
disused, delapidated old buildings. I loved the combination of vast manmade structures which were slowly being covered by the natural landscape
around them. It was almost as if nature were reclaiming its territory.”
Now living in Sussex, Lorna takes greatest inspiration from the Sussex
landscape and coastline. “The Sussex countryside is obviously very
different from the industrial feel of my early work, but for me it is vital
to paint a subject that I feel a strong connection with. I always strive to
convey that moment when I see an amazing view for the first time and for
that I have to have experienced it myself.

“I tend to work on the Sussex landscape now because I have such a
strong personal connection with the area; it’s my home and so I am very
fortunate to be able to immerse myself in it every day. To be able to
observe the subtle changes in nature, weather and light with each week
and season brings a real privilege.
“Colour has always been central to my work and invariably is the initial
inspiration for a new project. It is what really moves me, whether it be
the fantastic array of hues in tree bark, a thunderous Prussian blue sky or
the sumptuous crimson of an amaryllis. I love playing with contrasts and
like to push pigments to evoke a real sense of emotion and to make the
subject resonate.”
When working on a new project Lorna uses photographs and sketches
before heading back to her studio to put brush to canvas.
“The thrill of applying paint to a surface is just so exciting. With bold
washes and thick-textured brush marks I love to explore the possibilities
that can be achieved with each media, evoking a real sense of immediacy
and excitement.

“I cover the surface with paint quickly to get a sense of colour and tone,
and work the whole painting at once. I also use a lot of water, deliberately
washing out areas of semi-dry watercolour or causing the break-up of
pastel pigment. This gives often surprising and always intriguing results.
I love the journey each painting takes me on – it’s definitely a two-way
process, albeit often messy!
“I love working with watercolours but I’m finding large acrylics are proving
really popular at the moment so I’m focusing more on these. I recently
had a second solo show at Ashdown Gallery which was really well
received. It featured ten large acrylic landscapes, half of which sold on the
opening weekend!”
Lorna has exhibited widely in London, Surrey and Sussex and has work in
private collections all over the world. “I’m really fortunate to have worked
with some fantastic galleries and suppliers over the years such as Ashdown
Gallery, Bell Fine Art and St Cuthberts Mill, who have been really
supportive of my work. My latest project is a collection of landscapes and
seascapes for a new exhibition at Gallery One which opens this Summer.”
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business profile

About Face
In times of economic uncertainty marketing
budgets are all too often the first to be cut.
But investing time and effort to remain
standing out from the crowd in difficult
circumstances needn’t cost the earth, and can
help you weather the storm. Here, we speak
to Jon McRae, proprietor of Otters Pool Studio
in Guildford, who is reaping the rewards of a
strong marketing strategy, which not only kept
his business alive during the recession, but
actually delivered growth.
Otters Pool Studio has been in existence since 1972, but it underwent
somewhat of a renaissance seven years ago when Jon McRae and his wife,
Bernadette, acquired the business and decided to give it a complete overhaul.
“It was your stereotypical framing shop - loved by the community but
stuck in the past. It wasn’t offering anything new or exciting to the
customer,” Jon said. “I recognised there was an opportunity to transform it
into Guildford’s premier framer, and give it an edge over local competitors.
So we set about establishing a real brand, giving it a true identity and
making it stand out from the crowd.”
Jon found his career history, although far removed from the framing world,
perfectly equipped him to deal with his new venture. He credits his

previous role as an IT project manager in the city as giving him the strong
logical mindset to undertake the business’ transformation, while much of
his business acumen actually stems from a much earlier period of his life.
“Running a small business is as much about practicality and common sense as
it is about anything else, and my former profession equipped me for that,” he
explained. “But in order to build a reputation you have to look a little closer
to home, to the people who actually build your business - your customers.
“Customer service is as important as the product itself. I learned this
many years ago when I had a school summer job at a business that had
a real old-fashioned customer focus that is hard to find these days. I
hadn’t been able to practice those kind of skills in the city because of the
professional red tape, but here the customer is king. I enjoy building those
bonds and delivering over and above their expectations. We managed
positive growth in the recession because we valued our customers
above all else and developed those relationships, delivering a lot of
recommendations and repeat business. That is what builds a brand and
that is what keeps our business strong.”
Jon takes customer engagement seriously and practises what he preaches
outside the shop as well. In fact, the team at Otters Pool Studio have
become prolific networkers.
“You need to take that aloof professional attitude out of your business
and speak to people on their terms, in the way they want to be spoken to.
We attend a lot of local artists’ events and have involved ourselves in what

happens within the local art community. They now know us by name, as
we do them. Those repeat interactions give us real exposure on common
ground, and take away the ‘us’ and ‘them’ mentality between ‘service
provider’ and ‘customer’.”
Jon also uses more digitally savvy routes to promote the brand. “Social
media is a great channel in which to build a reputation and a personality,”
he explains. “We have a strong online presence which is strategically
planned to ensure we are not bombarding our followers with the same
messages time and time again.
“We researched how the ‘big guns’ do it, and try to run our pages the
same way. We break down our content into categories - say events,
frames, art reproduction and special offers - and tactfully feed this out
at regular intervals, with no two consecutive messages from the same
category. It keeps us engaging, and ensures we are consolidating our
brand values in a consistent way.
“Facebook is a brilliant shop window. It only takes one post about framing
a football shirt for someone to call us enquiring about a similar job. Of
course, many framers can say they’ll frame football shirts over the phone,
but via Facebook prospective customers can see the quality of your work
before they even engage with you. It’s easier to build relationships and
trust, rather than needing to sell hard.
“By using social media and our website, coupled with our networking and
relationship building we have given ourselves the identity as a ‘can-do’
business, who are warm, friendly and approachable. When people talk to
us, they are talking directly to the person who will look after both them as
our customer and their framing project. That is the brand personality we
have strived to achieve, and it is proving to be a winning formula..

Did you know..?
The oldest lock ever found was discovered by
archaeologists in the Khorsabad Palace ruins near
Nineveh and is estimated to be 4,000 years old
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Now is the time to
sell beautiful framing
Despite general optimism surrounding the economy, many framers are
reluctant to offer customers high-end design options for fear of being
considered too expensive in what is still a price-sensitive market. But
learning more about a product’s provenance can be a valuable upselling
tool, explains Olivier Renard, Sales Manager of Senelar.
It’s worth remembering the same rules of good design still apply
regardless of the state of the economy. Customers who come
to you are seeking creative, bespoke designs to make their
artwork unique and more attractive. High-end framing products
are good for your business – they allow you to demonstrate
your skills and generate increased sales values, profit margins
and customer satisfaction.
One of the obstacles framers face when attempting to sell
such framing is the lack of knowledge of the level of skilled
craftsmanship that goes into producing high-end mouldings.
“The use of product provenance – describing its place of
origin and a guide to its authenticity and quality – has become
commonplace in the food and drink sector,” says Olivier.
“Employing these same techniques can help framers to
demonstrate their own knowledge and expertise, and explain
the worth of hand–crafted mouldings over cheaper massproduced items.”
Arqadia’s Original Collection offers a stunning range of handfinished mouldings many of which are produced at Larson Juhl
Senelar. For the past century, a northern French company has
produced water-gilded mouldings using processes that have
remained almost unchanged since the company began in 1903.
Today, the company produces 800 different mouldings and is
known across the world for its water-gilding expertise.
“The age-old art of water gilding is a process held in high regard
by many to this very day,” explains Olivier. “It’s a technique that
requires great skill and finesse.”
First, eight to ten layers of a primer called gesso (mixture of
Blanc de Champagne and skin glue) is applied to the wood
to create a smooth, contoured surface. At this point, any
decorative ornamentation is also added. This is created from
embossed compo which is a mixture of skin glue, Blanc de
Champagne, linen seed oil and pine resin. Strips of compo
ornament, which have been passed under an embossing wheel,
are applied to the profile.
“There are currently over 1,000 compo embossing wheels in
the company’s inventory,” Olivier adds. “Many were purchased
in the early 1900s and represent a vast selection of historically
accurate patterns.”
Coats of liquid bole, made from clay and skin glue as a binder,
are then brushed over the frame to provide a foundation for the
actual gilding.

“The colour used is important because it will show through
the leaf giving it a certain tone,” explains Olivier. “The most
common colours are yellow, because it enhances the gold leaf,
and red, which is used for accent highlights. Black bole is also
often used when applying silver leaf.”
When dry, the surface is sanded lightly and rubbed with steel
wool. This helps bring out the sheen when the leaf is applied.
Gilder’s liquor is used to wet the surface before the leaf is
lifted and applied using a gilder’s tip (a brush made of animal
hair) or a wooden palette. Each leaf is laid next to the previous
one with a slight overlap. These lap lines distinguish a watergilded moulding.
Traditionally, water gilding employs the use of real gold leaf.
However the majority of the moulding we see today is gilded
with metal leaf. Not only is it more cost-effective, but metal leaf
also allows a much higher precision giving a better finish.
Once the gilding is dry, it is burnished using a polished agate
stone. This helps the metal leaf achieve its full reflective quality.
Burnishing some parts of the moulding and not others also
emphasizes the highlights. It isn’t polished; instead, the gilder
presses the leaf so it is smoothed out to conform to the shapes
of the surface, and that causes it to shine.
The final work is finishing, where the frame is given a ‘history’.
This includes rubbing, distressing and toning to make a new
frame look old. Rubbing is often done with a pumice powder
and steel wool or with a liquid pumice mixture. This gently
takes gold off the highlights and sides of the moulding to reveal
the bole below, mimicking wear. Distressing involves scratching
and chipping to simulate wear and tear. Toning and sealing the
moulding are done at the same time with shellac toned to a
particular colour.
Finally, the patina – the tone a frame achieves over time – is
achieved. This is commonly done by coating the frame with
a translucent wash of casein paint, which is wiped off while still
wet. Once this is dry, the frame gets a light waxing to
complete the look.
“There are variations in this process depending on the individual
gilder’s approach,” says Olivier. “But the result is always the same
- a beautifully gilded frame, hand-finished by skilled craftsmen.
When you begin to understand this highly skilled process, it’s easy
to see why such mouldings command a higher price point – and
makes it easier to confidently extol their merits to customers.”
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Business How To

Making the most of
Customer quotes are among the most common requests made
of framers. Here, Jared Davis, industry veteran of 23 years and
elected board director of the Professional Picture Framers
Association, offers his advice on converting quotes into sales.

“Hi, I just need a quote on getting this framed.”
It’s a question framers hear on a daily basis, yet
in some ways it’s the most challenging to deal
with. What does a customer really mean when
asking this question?
Here are some useful responses for handling the
“Hi, I just need a quote” scenario:
• “ Okay then, let’s see what you like, and we’ll take it
from there.”
• “ Great – how about we come up with a few different
choices and quotes and see which one you like?”
• “ That’s great! Well you’ve come to the right place.
We have hundreds of design options to suit any taste
or budget.”
• “ No problem. So is the price is going to be the most
important thing in making this decision, or do you
prefer to choose what you like more?”
• “ Great, so is there anything you are looking for in
particular before we start?”
At the end of a design consultation, you get to a point
where you finally have to quote a price to the customer.
Here are six golden rules for converting quotes into sales.
Assume the sale - “So when did you need it done
by?” By using this closing line straight after you quote the
price, you do two things - first, this helps to assume the
sale with a question the customer is obligated to answer,
and it puts the customer in an uncomfortable position of
having to back down from committing to the sale; second,
it psychologically encourages a customer not to think
‘if’ this job is going to get done but ‘when’ it needs to be
done. This is a highly effective and popular strategy used
by many framers.
Sell the experience – Remember that you are not
just selling four bits of wood and a piece of glass, but a
design and an experience. When it comes to quoting the
final figure, don’t be afraid to put it into a positive context
that is not too clinical. Custom framing is an emotional
experience and doesn’t have to be rational and logical.
If price really mattered, then the chances are the
customer wouldn’t be in your shop going through this
process anyway as they probably would have found a
ready-made solution elsewhere.

Eye contact – Eye contact is a critical body language
signal. Always look your customers in the eye when you
quote price; otherwise they may have reason to doubt
your confidence in your own pricing, and that can give
them a reason to hesitate about committing to the sale.
Quote expensive first – If you are offering prices
on a few different framing options together, always
quote the most expensive option first so that each
subsequent price option is more affordable than the
previous one.
Whoever speaks next loses – After you
quote your price, stay quiet. In the art of
selling, it is common knowledge that whoever
speaks first after a price is quoted is the least
confident party in the negotiation. Don’t
start trying to justify your price after quoting
it, as it just shows a lack of confidence
and creates doubt in a customer. Even if
the price is large, if you act as if it’s not
and that it’s just a normal price, then a
customer has less reason to suffer doubt
as well.
Avoid using large numbers – If you ever have to
quote a large price – particularly one that breaks the
£1,000 barrier - break it down into individual numbers.
“That price comes to one, four, eight, nine,” rather than
“one thousand, four hundred, and eighty-nine.”The
smaller numbers sound much smaller, and “thousand”
combined with “hundred” are big words for most
consumers to hear, especially if they are unprepared.
Alternatively, you may even choose to write the price on
a piece of paper and confidently show it to the customer
instead.
At the end of the day, don’t forget that people generally
don’t buy custom framing because it is cheap, so don’t
feel obligated to direct your business towards this
approach. And never be fearful of your price when you
quote it. Be proud of your product, your service and
your price, and your customers will feel confident in
paying you what you are worth.

Did you know..?
The world’s first paper money was
created in China 1,400 years ago.

Summer

Tourists have brought home souvenirs from their
travels since holidays began. From saucy British
seaside postcards to momentos from around the world,
keepsakes give you something to hang on to after the
sunburn fades. Here are a few ideas on how you can
help your customers to keep those cherished holiday
memories alive.
It may not always seem like it with the
unpredictable British weather, but Summer
is here. Whether it will bring a day trip
to Blackpool or a month in Australia, your
customers – old and new – are busy making
holiday memories. But all too often our
holiday snaps, souvenirs and mementos end
up pushed in a box and forgotten about.

Consider framing several photos together
in a mount with multiple openings. Or
display a family photo with complementary
items. Add children’s handprints to show
their ages when the photos were taken,
write a description of the day captured in
the photo, or include a favourite quote that
sums up the trip.

The design possibilities for framing these
keepsakes are endless and offer the perfect
opportunity to demonstrate your creativity,
offering display solutions many customers
would never have thought of themselves.
Customers are often amazed not only
about how many different things can be
framed, but also how effective the end
result is.

Make the most of mementos
Group together individual items which tell a
story. For example, a trip to Broadway can
be remembered with ticket stubs, a theatre
programme and a photo taken outside the
theatre. You can use shadowbox frames to
display a wide range of three-dimensional
objects such as shells, cocktail umbrellas,
maps - the list is endless.

Here are some tips on how to help your
customers showcase those travel memories
in style.

Make sure you choose a moulding which
reflects the event you are preserving. For
example use a driftwood-themed moulding
or soft aqua coloured mountboard for
beach items.

Show and tell
Create a summer theme to your shop
window to inspire your customer base
with creative framing ideas to display
their keepsakes. Items which conjure up
an immediate sense of summer needn’t
be expensive – think buckets, spades and
deckchairs – but can easily be put to good
effect to create a colourful, attentiongrabbing display to entice people in.
Don’t be limited to just your shop window –
carry on the theme inside your store where
you can showcase some examples of your
framing work to show off your skills and
ideas. You should also expand the summer
theme to your website, social media pages
and any other marketing materials.
A picture is worth a thousand words
Photographs are the most common
holiday mementos. They can range from
breathtaking views of the Golden Gate
Bridge to snapshots of the kids on a day
trip to the local zoo. All photos trigger
memories. The key is to demonstrate to
your customers how best to display them.

Kitsch can be cool
One person’s tacky can be another’s hip
display of memorabilia. And there’s no
shortage of it in souvenir shops, from shot
glasses to spoons to salt and pepper sets.
Create imaginative, colourful displays using
box frames featuring some of the most
common souvenirs people bring back from
their travels.
Think local
Work by local artisans - from pieces of
art to textiles and jewellery – can look
stunning when correctly framed and often
become a conversation piece.

Did you know..?
Frisbees originated from the empty
tins of the Frisbie Pie Company,
which people began to throw and
catch for fun.
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Your questions answered

Ask the Experts

Q

We have been asked to frame a large
watercolour map painted on a sheet
of mount card to hang in a church with
very damp walls. Apparently a
predecessor of mine framed something
similar (I quote) ‘between two sheets of
anti UV glass with foil around the edges
and a frame to keep the damp at bay’!!! My
customer does not want it mounting so
we will have to use a fillet to keep it off
the glass but any ideas for waterproofing
the back very gratefully received.
Alex Medlin - Leverton Framers

A

You are correct that the map should not touch the glass and using a fillet is correct. This could be in the form of
a second moulding or a slip with the glazing sandwiched between the two. With the framed map being sited in
place with public access, consider either using acrylic or laminated glass.
Use an under-mount of a minimum of 1100 microns - in this case I would suggest around 2000 microns. Consider using
either Melinex/Mylar as an interface between the under-mount and backboard or a scavenger such as RIBS foil to add extra
protection. RIBS foil will also neutralise any atmospheric pollutants and off-gassing. Use Arqadia’s Aqua Conservation board as
a backboard and seal around the edges with silicone.
The hanging of the framed map is important - it should not go directly on the wall; recommend the church leaves a gap of
25mm between the wall and frame. This might be achieved by placing two or more wood spacers and screwing mirror plates
to secure the frame in place. You could place a small piece of foil/Mylar between these spacers and the wall.
Mention to the church council that regular inspection of the artwork will be an insurance against future problems - this could
bring you future business.

Q

I have several lithographs that have smudges on them which could be mould. How do I
address this problem? They are new pieces and I thought they were stored properly.

Donna Olsen

A

Mal Reynolds
Harlequin Framing

Many people don’t realise mould spores are naturally present in the air around us. The
trigger for growth is moisture in the form of relative humidity (RH). FATG Normal
Conditions quote an upper RH value of 60%, above which the growth of mould could be
triggered. Below this value mould will not grow at any temperature.
The treatment for mould is to thoroughly dry the item in warm, light conditions and then remove
the mould by using a conservation vacuum. Alternatively one could carefully use a soft squirrel
type brush to brush the mould off the surface of the print. If foxing has occurred, one should
contact a conservator.
Mould spores can remain dormant for long periods of time and should the artwork be stored in
the same conditions the mould will reappear.

Dates for

your diary
The Lowry, Manchester
Here’s One We Made Earlier - The story of
BBC children’s broadcasting past, present
and future
19 July - 12 October 2014
This major exhibition explores the story of over 90 years
of BBC children’s broadcasting, from the 1922 launch of
Children’s Hour right up to the multi-media present day.
Fun, engaging, interactive, and full of famous presenters
past and present, ‘Here’s One We Made Earlier’ will reflect
shifting perceptions of children in society, including
youngsters who were asked to ‘sit comfortably’ in front
of the family wireless and the children who now take
centre-stage on air and online.

Scottish National Portrait Gallery,
Edinburgh
John Ruskin | Artist & Observer
4 July – 28 September 2014
John Ruskin (1819-1900) is renowned as the greatest
British art critic of the nineteenth century and the
champion of Turner, but his role as an artist remains
relatively little known. This exhibition will illustrate,
with the finest examples, the range and quality of his
drawn and painted work.

Did you know..?
The name September comes from the old
Roman word ‘septem’, which means seven,
because in the Roman calendar it was the
seventh month.

Tate Britain, London
British Folk Art
10 June – 31 August 2014
Steeped in tradition and often created by self-taught
artisans, the remarkable objects in this exhibition
include everything from ships’ figureheads to quirky
shop signs, and from Toby jugs to elaborately crafted
quilts. There are examples of the mysterious ‘god in a
bottle’ – votive offerings suspended in bottles of clear
liquid – as well as naïve paintings, tin trays covered with
ornate fragments of crockery, and much more besides in
this eclectic collection.

De La Warr Pavilion,
Bexhill on Sea
Ivan Chermayeff: Cut & Paste
19 July - 14 September 2014
Ivan Chermayeff, son of the Pavilion architect Serge
Chermayeff, is one of the most significant American
graphic designers of the past 50 years, having created
with his partners some enduring corporate symbols,
such as Mobil and Chase Manhattan Bank. Ivan’s
playful drawings and collages are the focus of his first
exhibition in Britain. With an installation designed
by Johanna Meyer-Grohbrügge and her partner Sam
Chermayeff, and contributions by film-maker Maro
Chermayeff, this collection unites three generations
of a remarkable family in one place.
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